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Learn the Amazing Facts About Fish in this Captivating Nature Series***Get this  Best Seller now for

the special promotion price of $0.99! Regularly priced at $3.99***Using carefully chosen words and

attractive pictures, Jillian Hastings has created a nature series for children like no other. These are

excellent books for parents to read to their child, or have their child read it themselves. It has been

professionally developed specifically to teach your child to understand more about the world around

them. In this book, children will learn about the magnificent fishes that live in the ocean, rivers, and

aquariums. These creatures are found in nearly all aquatic environments and are an essential part

of our ecosystem and lives. Here's a Preview of What You Will Learn* Ancient Fish and a Short

History of Fish * Anatomy of a Fish * Habitats of Fish * Difference between Freshwater Fish and

Saltwater Fish * What do Fish Eat? * How do Fish Travel? * The Biggest and Smallest Fishes in the

World * Featured fish: the Aggressive Betta, the Beautiful Lionfish, various Cichlids, Catfish, and

much much more DOWNLOAD YOUR COPY TODAYComments From Other Readers"I read this

fish book with my daughter and she absolutely loved it! Excellent and detailed pictures, easy to

understand paragraphs. I recommend this book for all children." - Lester H. (Austin, USA) "This

book has some really interesting facts that even I found interesting. Who would have thought the

Giant Mekong Catfish can reach 10 feet long. The research is phenomenal and is great for kids and

adults alike." - Regina W (Los Angeles, USA) "I love the pictures and the information. My 3 kids

loved it too. They're begging me to get them an aquarium now." - Haley C. (San Diego, USA) Tags:

fish, fishes, children's book, kid's book, picture book, our amazing world series, amazing pictures,

fun facts, animals, nature, sharks, whales, dolphins, aquariums, saltwater, freshwater, learn about,

planet earth
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When I was younger, my parents bought me a cute little beta fish. Me, being so young, I wasn't the

one who took care of it, and when it was left in my hands, I didn't do a very good job at keeping it

happy. Recently, I got curious about fish and wanted to learn about their environments both in

homes and in the wild. Fish are really, really old, even older than humans. It's no surprise that

they've survived this long. There are so many fish in the ocean that we probably haven't even

discovered half of the ones living down there! This book tells a lot about the most common and most

popular fish, from ocean fish to fresh water fish. The pictures are also crystal clear and can help you

identify them if you ever need to! There's even a passage about food that a pet fish would need to

be healthy, so it can definitely benefit if you're not sure if your fish is doing well. Showing your kids

can also inspire them to learn more about the mostly unexplored depths of the ocean, too.

I've never really been into the whole fish thing so when my daughter decided she wanted a fish from

the pet store we were at, I had to find out about them quick. This book has a lot of information about

so many different kinds of fish that it's hard to go wrong in buying it. I had no idea about fish at all,

so this was a lifesaver for me when I had to figure out what to feed the newest family pet. It even got

me a little more interested in learning about the oceans from the sections about things like Great

White Sharks or the Beluga. My daughter loved looking at the pictures, too, though she didn't care

much about the text because of how young she is. I could see it spark an interest in her mind, so I

can see in the future that she'll probably be a crazy fish lady instead of a crazy cat lady!

My child needed to write report for elementary school about Fish and I wanted resource that is

comprehensive, easy for child to read and above all interesting and illustrated. All these features I



found in this book. In the end, not only that my child wrote great report for science class, but I also

learned a thing or two about history of fish, what they eat, how they travel, their anatomy, etc. I

especially enjoy the chapter about biggest and the smallest fishes in the world.FISH: Fun Facts and

Incredible Pictures on Animals and Nature is interesting and fun book that whole family can enjoy

and learn. I highly recommend it.

This is a nice book about different types of fish. It includes a brief history of fish, and how they came

to be the creatures we see today. Also included in the book is the anatomy of a fish, as well as an

explanation of the body parts. Habitats of fish are mentioned as well as the difference between

freshwater and saltwater fish. Additionally there is a section on what fish eat and how they

travel.Another cool thing is there are pictures throughout the book so you can see examples of

some of the fish mentioned.I would recommend this book to people who want to learn more about

fish.
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